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“Political Military Elite”
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Tens of thousands of Pakistanis, including ordinary families and young people from every
corner of the country, continue to converge in the capital, Islamabad, facing brutal state
repression.  They  are  doing  so  amidst  the  scorching  heat  wave  afflicting  Pakistan.  There’s
little to no Western coverage since these demonstrations aren’t taking place in Hong Kong,
Moscow, or Tehran – but in a country with a Western-backed client regime.

This level of courage, sacrifice, and commitment is not merely about the persona of Imran
Khan. It’s crystal clear that Pakistanis are marching and protesting to obtain some modicum
of dignity, justice, and sovereignty by rejecting the traditional political-military elite that has
plundered  and  prostituted  the  country  to  Riyadh-Washington  since  the  nation’s
establishment  in  1947.

PTI long march reaches Islamabad following day-long battle with law enforcers.
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See The Tribune Report below.

The PML-N-led coalition government on Wednesday failed to contain PTI activists and
supporters – who while staging their “Haqeeqi Azadi March” — managed to cross all
barriers and reached near D-Chowk after setting some trees and public property on fire
in Blue Area of the federal capital.

The ministers and leaders, who mocked the opponents for not having enough support
and kept  claiming victory  throughout  the  day through their  statements  and news
conferences,  were  left  red-faced  when  the  protesters  crossed  all  the  hurdles  and
compelled the law-enforcement agencies to retreat.
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